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Let A, B∗ ∈ B(H) be w-hyponormal operators, and let dAB ∈
B(B(H)) denote either the generalized derivation δAB(X) = AX −
XB or the length two elementary operator AB(X) = AXB − X . We
prove that dAB has the single–valued extension property, and the
quasinilpotent part H0(dAB − λ) of dAB at λ ∈ iso σ(dAB) equals
(dAB − λ)−1(0). LetH(σ (dAB))denote the space of functionswhich
are analytic on σ(dAB), and let Hc(σ (dAB)) denote the space of
f ∈ H(σ (dAB))whicharenon–constantoneveryconnectedcompo-
nent of σ(dAB). It is proved that, for every h ∈ H(σ (dAB)) and f , g ∈
Hc(σ (dAB)), the complementof theWeyl spectrumσw(h(df (A)g(B)))
of h(df (A)g(B)) in σ(h(df (A)g(B))) consists of isolated points in
σ(h(df (A)g(B))) which are eigenvalues of ﬁnite multiplicity.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let H and B(H) denote a complex Hilbert space and the set of all bounded linear operators on
H, respectively. For an operator A ∈ B(H), let A = U|A| be the polar decomposition of A and let A˜ =
|A|1/2U|A|1/2 be the (ﬁrst) Aluthge transform of A. An operator A ∈ B(H) is said to bew-hyponormal,
A ∈ w − H, if |˜A∗| |A| |˜A|, where |˜A| = ‖A|1/2U|A|1/2| and |˜A∗| = ‖A|1/2U∗|A|1/2|. The class of

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wH operators was introduced by Aluthge and Wang [3] and has since been studied by a number
of authors [2–8,14,16]. The class wH properly contains the classes consisting of p-hyponormal (0 <
p 1) and log-hyponormal operators, and it is known that every wH operator is paranormal. wH
operators have some interesting properties, amongst them that the restriction of a wH operator to
an invariant subspace is again awH operator, the inverse of an invertiblewH operator is againwH,
isolated points of the spectrum of awH operator are simple poles of the resolvent of the operator and
that thenon-zeroeigenvaluesof awHoperator arenormal eigenvaluesof theoperator. It is knownthat
if an operator A ∈ wH has the polar decomposition A = U|A|, then the operator A˜ = |A|1/2U|A|1/2 is
1
2
-hyponormal.
For an operator X , we denote the kernel and the range of X by X−1(0) and ranX , respectively.
For operators A, B ∈ B(H), let δAB ∈ B(B(H)) denote the generalized derivation δAB(X) = AX − XB;
let AB ∈ B(B(H)) denote the elementary operator AB(X) = AXB − X and let dAB denote either of
δAB or AB. In this paper we consider the elementary operator dAB where A, B
∗ ∈ wH. The inclusion
d
−1
AB (0) ⊂ d−1A∗B∗(0), known in the literature as the Putnam-Fuglede commutativity theorem, fails for
generalA, B∗ ∈ wH.However, ifA−1(0) ⊆ A∗−1(0) and B∗−1(0) ⊂ B−1(0), then d−1AB (0) ⊂ d−1A∗B∗(0).
This implies that if E ∈ B(B(H)) is the elementary operator E(X) = AXB − CXD, where A, C, B∗, D∗ ∈
wH, A double commutes with C and B double commutes with D, and B, C are invertible, A−1(0) ⊆
A∗−1(0) and D∗−1(0) ⊂ D−1(0) or C, D are invertible, A−1(0) ⊆ A∗−1(0) and B∗−1(0) ⊂ B−1(0),
then E−1(0) ⊂ E−1∗ (0) (here E∗(X) = A∗XB∗ − C∗XD∗ ∈ B(B(H))).
For A, B∗ ∈ wH, dAB has SVEP, the single-valued extension property, and the quasinilpotent part
H0(dAB − λ) of dAB − λ equals (dAB − λ)−1(0) for all λ ∈ iso σ(dAB). The operator dAB, for A, B∗ ∈
wH, satisﬁes Weyl’s theorem. Similar results for the operator dAB for the case in which A, B∗ are
hyponormal, p-hyponormal or log-hyponormal have earlier been considered in, amongst others, [9,
10,18].
2. Preliminary results
Lemma 2.1. If [A, B] = [A∗, B] = 0 for some operators A, B ∈ B(H), then
(i) [|A|, B]=[A, |B|]=[|A∗|, B]=[A, |B∗|]=[|A|, |B|]=[|A∗|, |B|]=[|A∗|, |B∗|]=[|A|, |B∗|]=0;
(ii) [‖A∗|1/2|A|1/2|, ||B∗|1/2|B|1/2|] = [‖A|1/2|A∗|1/2|, ||B|1/2|B∗|1/2|] = 0.
Proof. (i) Since [A, B] = [A∗, B] = 0 implies[
|A|2, B
]
=
[
A, |B|2
]
=
[
|A∗|2, B
]
=
[
A, |B∗|2
]
=
[
|A|2, |B|2
]
=
[
|A∗|2, |B|2
]
=
[
|A∗|2, |B∗|2
]
=
[
|A|2, |B∗|2
]
= 0,
we get (i) as a direct consequence of the previous chain of equalities.
(ii) Observe that [|B|1/2, |A∗|1/2|A|1/2] = [|B|1/2, |A|1/2|A∗|1/2] = 0 implies
[|B|1/2, ‖A∗|1/2|A|1/2|2] = 0
and [|B∗|1/2, |A∗|1/2|A|1/2] = [|B∗|1/2, |A|1/2|A∗|1/2] = 0 implies
[|B∗|1/2, ‖A∗|1/2|A|1/2|2] = 0.
Hence,
[|B∗|1/2|B|1/2, ‖A∗|1/2|A|1/2|2] = [|B|1/2|B∗|1/2, ‖A∗|1/2|A|1/2|2] = 0,
which implies[∣∣∣|A∗|1/2|A|1/2∣∣∣2 , ∣∣∣|B∗|1/2|B|1/2∣∣∣2] = 0.
A similar argument proves
[∣∣∣|A|1/2|A∗|1/2∣∣∣2 , ∣∣∣|B|1/2|B∗|1/2∣∣∣2] = 0. 
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Lemma 2.2 [3].
(i) A ∈ wH if and only if
|A∗|(|A∗|1/2|A‖A∗|1/2)1/2 and (|A|1/2|A∗‖A|1/2)1/2  |A|.
(ii) If A ∈ wH is invertible, then A−1 ∈ wH.
Lemma 2.3. If A, B ∈ wH are such that [A, B] = [A∗, B] = 0, then AB ∈ wH.
Proof. We will prove that AB satisﬁes the inequalities of Lemma 2.2 (i). Since |AB| = |A||B| = |B‖A|
(etc.), we have:
(|AB|1/2|(AB)∗||AB|1/2)1/2=
(
|A|1/2|B|1/2|B∗‖A∗‖B|1/2|A|1/2
)1/2
=
(
(|B|1/2|B∗‖B|1/2) · (|A|1/2|A∗‖A|1/2)
)1/2
=
(∣∣∣|B∗|1/2|B|1/2∣∣∣2 · ∣∣∣|A∗|1/2|A|1/2∣∣∣2)1/2
=
(∣∣∣|A∗|1/2|A|1/2∣∣∣2 · ∣∣∣|B∗|1/2|B|1/2∣∣∣2)1/2
=
∣∣∣|A∗|1/2|A|1/2∣∣∣ · ∣∣∣|B∗|1/2|B|1/2∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣|B∗|1/2|B|1/2∣∣∣1/2(|A|1/2|A∗‖A|1/2)1/2 ∣∣∣|B∗|1/2|B|1/2∣∣∣1/2

∣∣∣|B∗|1/2|B|1/2∣∣∣1/2 |A| ∣∣∣|B∗|1/2|B|1/2∣∣∣1/2
=|A|1/2
(
|B|1/2|B∗‖B|1/2
)1/2 |A|1/2
 |A|1/2|B||A|1/2 = |A||B| = |AB|
and (by a similar argument)(
|(AB)∗|1/2|AB||(AB)∗|1/2
)1/2= ∣∣∣|A|1/2|A∗|1/2∣∣∣ · ∣∣∣|B|1/2|B∗|1/2∣∣∣

∣∣A∗∣∣1/2 (|B∗|1/2|B‖B∗|1/2)1/2 |A∗|1/2
 |A∗||B∗| = |(AB)∗|.
This completes the proof. 
Let δAB ∈ B(B(H)) denote the (generalized) derivation δAB(X) = AX − XB. We say that the pair
(A, B) satisﬁes the Putnam-Fuglede (commutativity) property, PF-property, if δ−1AB (0) ⊆ δ−1A∗B∗(0). A
necessary condition for the pair (A, A∗) to satisfy the PF-property is A−1(0) ⊆ (A∗)−1(0). Since for
a wH operator A this is not always true ([3]), wH operators do not satisfy the PF-property. For
example, if P is the orthogonal projection onto A−1(0), A ∈ wH, then AP − PA∗ = 0 but A∗P − PA /=
0. However, if A, B∗ ∈ wH and 0 is a normal eigenvalue of both A and B∗ (i.e., if A−1(0) reduces A and
B∗−1(0) reduces B∗), then δAB(X) = 0 implies δA∗B∗(X) = 0. The following lemma proves more.
Lemma 2.4. If A, B∗ ∈ wH, A−1(0) ⊆ A∗−1(0) and B∗−1(0) ⊆ (B)−1(0), then dAB(X) = 0 implies
dA∗B∗(X) = 0.
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Proof. We consider only the case dAB = AB (the proof of the other case is similar). Let ranX and
X−1(0)⊥ be the closure of ranX and the orthogonal complement of X−1(0), respectively. Let A1 =
A | ranX , B∗1 = B∗| ranX∗ , and deﬁne the quasi-afﬁnity X1 : X−1(0)⊥ → ranX by setting X1x = Xx for
all x ∈ X−1(0)⊥. Then A1B1(X1) = 0, where A1 and B∗1 = B∗|X−1(0)⊥ are wH operators. Let A1 and
B∗1 have the polar decompositions A1 = U1|A1| and B∗1 = V1|B∗1 |. Since X1 is a quasi-afﬁnity, A1 has
dense range and B1 is injective. The hypotheses A
−1(0) ⊆ A∗−1(0) and B∗−1(0) ⊆ B−1(0) imply
that A1 and B1 are quasi-afﬁnities. (Indeed, if Ax = 0 for some non-trivial x, then A−1(0) ⊆ A∗−1(0)
implies A∗(x ⊕ 0) = 0, which is a contradiction since A∗1x = 0 ⇒ x = 0.) Hence both |A1| and
|B∗1 | are quasi-afﬁnities (and U1 and V1 are unitaries). Set Y1 = |A1|1/2X1|B∗1 |1/2; then Y1 is a quasi-
afﬁnity. The ﬁrst Aluthge transforms A˜1 = |A1|1/2U1|A1|1/2 and B˜∗1 = |B∗1 |1/2V1|B∗1 |1/2 of A1 and B∗1
are semi-hyponormal operators ([3]) which satisfy 
A˜1B˜
∗
1
(Y1) = 0. Now let A˜1 and B˜∗1 have the po-
lar decompositions A˜1 = U2 |˜A1| and B˜∗1 = V2|B˜∗1 |, and let C = A˜1 = |˜A1|
1
2U2 |˜A1| 12 and D∗ = B˜∗1 =
|B˜∗1 |
1
2 V2|B˜∗1 |
1
2 denote the second Aluthge transforms of A1 and B
∗
1 , respectively. Then C and D
∗ are
hyponormal operators which satisfy
CD(Y) = 0,
where Y is the the quasi-afﬁnity deﬁned by Y = |˜A1| 12 Y1|B˜∗1 |
1
2 . Apparently, D∗−1 exists as a closed
densely deﬁned (possibly unbounded) hyponormal operator (with a non-empty resolvent). Since
CD(Y) = 0 ⇒ YD−1 ⊂ CY and Y has dense range, σ(C) ⊆ σ(D−1) [21, Theorem 3.3]. Hence, since
the resolvent set of D is not empty, there is a λ in the resolvent sets of C and D−1 such that C − λ
and D−1 − λ are boundedly invertible and satisfy (C − λ)−1Y = Y(D−1 − λ)−1 [15, Lemma 1]. Ap-
plying the asymmetric Putnam–Fuglede theorem for bounded hyponormal operators it follows that
(C − λ)∗−1Y = Y(D−1 − λ)∗−1, and hence that (C − λ)∗−1 and (D−1 − λ)∗−1 are unitarily equiva-
lent normal operators. Consequently,C andD arenormal operators, and this by [3, Theorem2.1] implies
that A1 and B1 are normal operators. (See also [23] for similar asymmetric results for hyponormal and
subnormal operators.) From this we conclude that if E, F∗ ∈ wH, E−1(0) ⊆ E∗−1(0) and F∗−1(0) ⊆
(F)−1(0), and E or F∗ is pure (i.e., completely non-normal), then EF(X) = 0 implies X = 0.
Now decompose A and B∗ into their normal and pure parts by A = A1 ⊕ A2 and B∗ = B∗1 ⊕ B∗2 , and
let X have the corresponding representation X = [Xij]2i,j=1. Then
AB(X) =
[
A1B1(X11) A1B2(X12)
A2B1(X21) A2B2(X22)
]
= 0.
In the viewof the observation above,wehaveXij = 0, exceptX11. Recall from [22, Theorem5] that ifn
and ∗n ∈ B(B(H)) are the operators n(X) =
∑n
i=1 AiXBi and ∗n(X) =
∑n
i=1 A∗i XB∗i , where {Ai}ni=1
and {Bi}ni=1 are commuting families of normal operators in B(H), then −(n−1)n (0) = ∗n−(n−1)(0).
Choosing n = 2, B2 = −I and A2 = I, it follows that A1X11B1 − X11 = 0 implies A∗1X11B∗1− X11 = 0. Hence AB(X) = 0 implies A∗B∗(X) = 0. 
IfA, B ∈ wHare such that [A, B] = [A∗, B] = 0,B is invertible andA−1(0) ⊆ A∗−1(0), thenAB−1 ∈
wH and (AB−1)−1(0) ⊆ (B∗−1A∗)−1(0). To see this, we recall from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 that AB−1 ∈
wH. Also, if x ∈ (AB−1)−1(0), then B−1x ∈ A−1(0) implies B−1x ∈ A∗−1(0), i.e., A∗B−1x = 0 and
A∗x = 0, which implies that B∗−1A∗x = 0.
Theorem 2.5. Let E ∈ B(B(H)) be the elementary operator E(X) = AXB − CXD. Suppose that A and C,
and B∗ and D∗ are doubly commuting wH operators. If either
(i) B and C are invertible, A−1(0) ⊆ A∗−1(0) and D∗−1(0) ⊆ D−1(0) or
(ii) C and D are invertible, A−1(0) ⊆ A∗−1(0) and B∗−1(0) ⊆ B−1(0),
then E(X) = 0 implies A∗XB∗ − C∗XD∗ = 0.
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Proof. Apply Lemma 2.4 to δ(C−1A)(D−1B)(X) = 0 or (C−1A)(DB−1)(X) = 0. 
3. The operator dAB and Weyl’s theorem
Let X be a complex Banach space. A Banach space operator T ∈ B(X ) has the single-valued exten-
sion property, or SVEP, at a point λ ∈ σ(T) if for every open disc D centered at λ the only analytic
function f : D −→ X satisfying (T − μ)f (μ) = 0 is the function f ≡ 0; T has SVEP if it has SVEP at
every λ ∈ σ(T). We say that T satisﬁes the Bishop-Eschmier-Putinar property (β) if, for each open
subset U of C, the operator
Tz : f → (T − z)f
from the Fréchet spaceF(U,X )ofX -valuedC∞-functions into itself, is a topological isomorphism. T ∈
B(X ) is generalized scalar if there exists a continuous algebra homomorphism  : C∞(C) → B(X )
such that(1) = I and(z) = T . A subscalaroperator is the restrictionofageneralizedscalaroperator
to a closed invariant subspace; a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for T ∈ B(X ) to be subscalar is
that T satisﬁes property (β) [13, Corollary 4.6]. Operators A ∈ wH satisfy property (β) [6], hence
operators T ∈ wHare subscalar. Consequently, if T ∈ wH, then both T and T∗ satisfyWeyl’s theorem
[1, Theorem 3.99]. Let C(X ) be the ideal of compact operators in B(X ). Here, an operator T is said to
satisfy Weyl’s theorem if σ(T) \ σw(T) = π00(T), where σw(T) = ⋂K∈C(X ) σ (T + K) denotes the
Weyl spectrum of T and π00(T) denotes the set of isolated eigenvalues of ﬁnite multiplicity of T .
In the following we prove that if A, B∗ ∈ wH, then dAB has SVEP and satisﬁes the property that its
quasinilpotent part H0(dAB − λ),
H0(dAB − λ) = {X ∈ B(H) : lim
n→∞ ‖(dAB − λ)nX‖
1
n = 0},
equals (dAB − λ)−1(0) for all λ ∈ iso σ(dAB). This implies that dAB satisﬁesWeyl’s theorem, d∗AB satis-
ﬁes a-Weyl’s theorem, and that if E is the operator of Theorem 2.5 with 0 ∈ iso σ(E), then 0 is a pole
of the resolvent of E (for a similar results in the case in which the entries A and B∗ are p-hyponormal
or log-hyponormal see [10, Theorem 2.3]).
Property (β) implies (Bishop’s) property (β), which in turn implies (Dunford’s) condition (C);
also T satisﬁes property (β) if and only if T∗ ∈ B(X∗) satisﬁes (the decomposition) property (δ) [17,
Theorem 2.5.5]. Since we have no more than a passing interest in properties (β), (δ) and condition
(C), we refer the interested reader to pages 11, 22 and 32 of [17] for the deﬁnitions of these properties.
Let LT and RT , T ∈ B(X ), denote the operators of left and right multiplication (respectively) by T .
Lemma 3.1. If A, B∗ ∈ wH, then dAB has SVEP.
Proof. Since A, B∗ ∈ wH, A satisﬁes property (β) and B satisﬁes property (δ). Hence both LA and RB
satisfy condition (C) [17, Corollary 3.6.11]. Apparently, LA and RB commute. By Theorem 3.6.3 and Note
3.6.19 on page 283 of [17], LA − RB and LARB have SVEP, which implies that dAB has SVEP. 
Recall, [12], that σ(δAB) = {λ ∈ σ(A) − σ(B)} and σ(AB) = {λ ∈ σ(A)σ (B) − 1}. If λ ∈
iso σ(dAB), then we have one of the following two cases:
(I) λ /= −1 if dAB = AB. Then there exist ﬁnite sequence {αi}mi=1 and {βi}mi=1 of isolated points
in σ(A) and σ(B), respectively, such that λ = αi − βi if λ ∈ iso σ(δAB) and λ = αiβi − 1 if
λ ∈ iso σ(AB), for all 1 im.
(II) dAB = AB and λ = −1. Then either 0 ∈ iso σ(A) and 0 ∈ iso σ(B), or, 0 ∈ iso σ(A) and 0 /∈
σ(B), or, 0 ∈ iso σ(B) and 0 /∈ σ(A).
Paranormal operators are simply polaroid, i.e., the isolated points of a paranormal operator are
simple poles of its resolvent [24]. Hence the points μ ∈ iso σ(C), for a paranormal operator C, are
eigenvaluesofC; furthermore, theeigen-spaces corresponding todistinct eigenvaluesofC aremutually
orthogonal. By [2], wH operators are paranormal, and so the corresponding properties hold for an
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isolated point in the spectrum of a wH operator. In particular, if an α ∈ isoσ(T) for an operator
T ∈ wH, then H = (T − α)−1(0) ⊕ (T − α)H, σ(T11) = σ(T|(T−α)−1(0)) = {α}, T11 − α = T11 −
αI|(T−α)−1(0) = 0 and σ(T|(T−α)H) = σ(T) \ {α}.
Lemma 3.2. If A, B∗ ∈ wH, then H0(dAB − λ) = (dAB − λ)−1(0) for all λ ∈ iso σ(dAB).
Proof. Westart by consideringCase (I)above. Evidently, thenon-zeropointsαi (resp.,βi), 1 im, are
normal eigenvalues of A (resp., B∗). LetM1i=(A − αi)−1(0), N1i=(B − βi)−1(0)(=(B − βi)∗−1(0)),
M1 = ⊕mi=1M1i, N1 = ⊕mi=1N1i, M2 = (M1)⊥ and N2 = (N1)⊥; let A = A1 ⊕ A2 ∈ B(M1 ⊕ M2) and
B = B1 ⊕ B2 ∈ B(N1 ⊕ N2). Then σ(A2) = σ(A) \ {α1, . . . ,αm}, σ(B2) = σ(B) \ {β1, . . . ,βm} and
λ /∈ σ(dAkBt ) for all 1 k, t  2 other than k = t = 1.
Let X ∈ H0(dAB − λ), and let X ∈ B(N1 ⊕ N2, M1 ⊕ M2) have the representation X = [Xk]2k,=1.
Then
(dAB − λ)nX =
(∗ ∗
∗ (dA2B2 − λ)nX22
)
(for some, as yet, non speciﬁed entries ∗). Since limn→∞ ‖(dAB − λ)nX‖1/n = 0 implies
limn→∞ ‖(dA2B2 − λ)nX22‖1/n = 0, and since dA2B2 − λ is invertible, we have X22 = 0, and then
(dAB − λ)nX =
( ∗ (dA1B2 − λ)nX12
(dA2B1 − λ)nX21 0
)
(for some, as yet, non speciﬁed entry ∗). Again, since limn→∞ ‖(dAB − λ)nX‖1/n = 0 implies
limn→∞ ‖(dA1B2 − λ)nX12‖1/n = limn→∞ ‖(dA2B1 − λ)nX21‖1/n = 0, and since dA1B2 − λ and
dA2B1 − λ are invertible, we have X12 = 0 = X21. Hence, (dAB − λ)nX = (dA1B1 − λ)nX11. Let X11 =[Yij]1 i,jm ∈ B(⊕mi=1N1i,⊕mi=1M1i). Then, for 1 i, jm,
(δA1B1 − λ)n(X11)=((LA1−αi − RB1−βj) + (αi − βj − λ))n[Yij]1 i,jm
=
⎛
⎝ n∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
(LA1−αi − RB1−βj)k(αi − βj − λ)n−k
⎞
⎠ [Yij]1 i,jm
and
(A1B1 − λ)n(X11)=(T + αiβj − 1 − λ)n[Yij]1 i,jm
=
⎛
⎝ n∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
Tk(αiβj − 1 − λ)n−k
⎞
⎠ [Yij]1 i,jm,
wherewe have set LA1−αi RB1 + αiRB1−βj = T . Since (A1 − αi)|M1i = 0 = (B1 − βi)|N1i , it follows that
(δA1B1 − λ)n(X11) = (αi − βj − λ)n[Yij]1 i,jm
and
(A1B1 − λ)n(X11) = (αiβj − 1 − λ)n[Yij]1 i,jm.
Recall, limn→∞ ‖(dA1B1 − λ)n(X11)‖
1
n = 0; hence limn→∞ |αi − βj − λ|‖Yij‖ 1n = 0 in the case in
which d = δ and limn→∞ |αiβj − 1 − λ|‖Yij‖ 1n = 0 in the case in which d = . Thus Yij = 0 for
all i, j such that i /= j. This implies that X = X11 = ⊕mi=1Yii ∈ (dAB − λ)−1(0). Hence H0(dAB − λ) ⊂
(dAB − λ)−1(0). Since the reverse inclusion holds for every operator, we must have H0(dAB − λ) =
(dAB − λ)−1(0).
To complete the proof, we now consider Case (II). If 0 is both in isoσ(A) and isoσ(B), then, upon
lettingM1 = A−1(0),N1 = B∗−1(0),M2 = H  M1 andN2 = H  N1, it is seen thatA =
(
0 C1
0 A2
)
∈
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B(M1 ⊕ M2) and B =
(
0 0
C2 B2
)
∈ B(N1 ⊕ N2) for some operators C1 and C2. Here both A2 and
B2 are invertible (which implies that A2B2 − λ = LA2RB2 is invertible). Letting X = [Xk]2k,=1 as
above, it follows that X22 = 0. Hence LARB(X) = 0 for every X ∈ H0(LARB) = H0(AB − λ). Conse-
quently, H0(AB − λ) = (AB − λ)−1(0). The proof of the other two (remaining cases) is similar: we
consider 0 ∈ isoσ(A) and 0 /∈ σ(B). If 0 /∈ σ(B) and X ∈ H0(LARB), then limn→∞ ‖LnAX‖
1
n  ‖B−1‖
limn→∞ ‖(LARB)nX‖ 1n = 0. Again, if X ∈ H0(LA), then limn→∞ ‖(LARB)nX‖ 1n  ‖B‖ limn→∞
‖(LA)nX‖ 1n = 0. Hence H0(AB − λ) = H0(LARB) = (LA)−1(0) = (AB − λ)−1(0). 
Corollary 3.3. If E ∈ B(B(H)) is the operator E(X) = AXB − CXD, where A, C, B∗, D∗ ∈ wH are such
that A double commutes with C, B double commutes with D and either B, C or C, D are invertible, then
H0(E) = E−1(0).
Proof. If B and C are invertible, then, upon letting E = C−1A and F = B−1D,
lim
n→∞ ‖CnδnEF(X)Bn‖1/n‖C‖‖B‖ limn→∞ ‖δnEF(X)‖1/n = ‖C‖‖B‖ limn→∞ ‖C−nEn(X)B−n‖1/n
‖C‖‖B‖‖C−1‖‖B−1‖ lim
n→∞ ‖En(X)‖1/n.
Thus, since E and F∗ are in wH (see Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3) and since H0(δEF) = δ−1EF (0) (see proof
of Lemma 3.2), H0(E) = δ−1EF (0). Evidently, E−1(0) = δ−1EF (0) and H0(E) = E−1(0).
The proof for the case in which C and D are invertible is similar (and left to the reader). 
For an operator T ∈ B(X ), the analytic core K(T − λ) of (T − λ) is deﬁned by
K(T − λ) = {x ∈ X : there exists a sequence {xn} ⊂ X and δ > 0
for which x = x0, (T − λ)xn+1 = xn and ‖xn‖ δn‖x‖ for all n = 1, 2, . . .}.
Wenote thatH0(T − λ) andK(T − λ) are (generally) non-closed hyperinvariant subspaces of (T −
λ) such that (T − λ)−q(0) ⊆ H0(T − λ) for all q = 0, 1, 2, . . . and (T − λ)K(T − λ) = K(T − λ) [19].
Recall, [19], that if 0 ∈ iso σ(T), then H0(T) and K(T) are closed and X = H0(T) ⊕ K(T).
Letσa(T)andπ
a
00(T)denote, respectively, theapproximatepoint spectrumandsetof isolatedpoints
ofσa(T)whichare eigenevaluesofﬁnitemultiplicity of T . Letσwa(T) = ⋂K∈C(X ) σa(T + K)denote the
Weyl approximate point spectrum of T . We say that T satisﬁes a-Weyl’s theorem if σa(T) \ σwa(T) =
πa00(T).
Theorem 3.4. The operator dAB (of Lemma 3.1) satisﬁes Weyl’s theorem and (the dual operator) d
∗
AB
satisﬁes a-Weyl’s theorem.
Proof. Let X = B(H) and λ ∈ iso σ(dAB). Then, by Lemma 3.2, H0(dAB − λ) = (dAB − λ)−1(0) im-
plies
X = H0(dAB − λ) ⊕ K(dAB − λ) = (dAB − λ)−1(0) ⊕ K(dAB − λ).
Hence,
(dAB − λ)(X ) = 0 ⊕ (dAB − λ)(K(dAB − λ)) = K(dAB − λ)
and
X = (dAB − λ)−1(0) ⊕ (dAB − λ)(X ).
Thus, isolated points of σ(dAB) are simple poles of the resolvent of dAB (i.e., dAB is simply polaroid).
Observe from the argument above that if we let p00(dAB) denote the set of ﬁnite rank poles of the
resolvent of dAB, then π00(dAB) = p00(dAB). Since dAB has SVEP (by Lemma 3.1), it follows that dAB
satisﬁes Weyl’s theorem [1, Theorem 3.85], i.e., σ(dAB) \ σw(dAB) = π00(dAB).
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Since dAB has SVEP, σ(dAB) = σ(d∗AB) = σa(d∗AB) (see [17, Proposition 1.3.2]), which implies
π00(d
∗
AB) = πa00(d∗AB). Again, since λ /∈ σwa(d∗AB) if and only if d∗AB − λ is upper semi-Fredholm and
ind (d∗AB − λ) 0, and since dAB has SVEP and d∗AB − λ is upper semi-Fredholm implies ind (d∗AB −
λ) 0,
λ /∈ σwa(d∗AB) ⇒ λ /∈ σw(d∗AB),
and this, since σwa(T) ⊆ σw(T) for every T ∈ B(X ), implies σwa(d∗AB) = σw(d∗AB) = σw(dAB). As seen
above, dAB is simply polaroid; hence d
∗
AB is simply polaroid, with p00(dAB) = p00(d∗AB). This implies
that π00(dAB) = p00(dAB) = p00(d∗AB) ⊆ π00(d∗AB) = πa00(d∗AB). Since λ ∈ πa00(d∗AB) implies λ ∈
iso σ(dAB) ⇒ λ ∈ p00(dAB), it follows that π00(dAB) = πa00(d∗AB). Hence,
σ(dAB) \ σw(dAB) = π00(dAB) ⇒ σa(d∗AB) \ σwa(d∗AB) = πa00(d∗AB),
i.e., d∗AB satisﬁes a-Weyl’s theorem. 
For a Banach space operator T , let H(σ (T)) denote the set of functions which are holomorphic on
an open neighbourhood of σ(T). The polaroid property of dAB implies, [1, Lemma 3.89], that
f (σ (dAB) \ π00(dAB)) = σ(f (dAB)) \ π00(f (dAB))
for every f ∈ H(σ (dAB)). Also, since dAB has SVEP,
f (σw(dAB)) = σw(f (dAB))
for every f ∈ H(σ (dAB)).
Corollary 3.5. f (dAB) satisﬁes Weyl’s theorem and f (d
∗
AB) satisﬁes a-Weyl’s theorem for every
f ∈ H(σ (dAB)).
Proof. It is clear from the above that f (dAB) satisﬁes Weyl’s theorem. To prove that f (d
∗
AB) satisﬁes
a-Weyl’s theorem, we recall that a Banach space operator is said to be isoloid if isolated points of the
spectrum of the operator are eigenvalues of the operator. Evidently, polaroid operators are isoloid.
Since dAB is polaroid implies d
∗
AB is polaroid, d
∗
AB is isoloid. Applying [1, Lemma 3.89], it thus follows
that
f (σ (d∗AB) \ π00(d∗AB)) = σ(f (d∗AB)) \ π00(f (d∗AB)).
Again, since dAB has SVEP implies f (dAB) has SVEP [1, Theorem 2.39], σ(f (dAB))= σ(f (d∗AB)) =
σa(f (d
∗
AB)),π00(f (d
∗
AB)) = πa00(f (d∗AB)), σw(f (dAB)) = σw(f (d∗AB)) = σaw(f (d∗AB)) and σaw(f (d∗AB)) =
f (σaw(d
∗
AB)) [1, Corollary 3.72]. Thus, since d
∗
AB satisﬁes a-Weyl’s theorem, we have that
σa(f (d
∗
AB)) \ πa00(f (d∗AB)) = f (σ (d∗AB) \ π00(d∗AB)) = f (σw(d∗AB)) = σaw(f (d∗AB)),
i.e., f (d∗AB) satisﬁes a-Weyl’s theorem. 
The operator df (A)g(B). Let Hc(σ (T)) denote the set of f ∈ H(σ (T)) which are non–constant on
every connected component of σ(T). For A, B∗ ∈ wH, f ∈ Hc(σ (A)) and g ∈ Hc(σ (B)), let df (A)g(B)
denote either of the operators δf (A)g(B) andf (A)g(B). Recall, [17, Theorem 3.3.6], that if a Banach space
operator T satisﬁes property (β), then so does h(T) for every h ∈ Hc(σ (T)). Thus, the argument of the
proof of Lemma 3.1 implies that df (A)g(B) has SVEP.
Claim. The operator df (A)g(B) is polaroid.
Proof. Let, for convenience, f (A) = C and g(B) = D. Start by observing that a Banach space operator
T is polar at a point λ if and only if T − λ is Drazin invertible (equivalently, T − λ has ﬁnite ascent and
descent), the Drazin spectrum of an operator is a regularity [20, Theorem 10, Page 195], and hence the
Drazin spectrum of T satisﬁes the spectral mapping theorem for functions inHc(σ (T)) [20, Theorem 7,
Page 52]. Since a Hilbert space operator is polaroid if and only if its (Hilbert space) adjoint is polaroid,
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C and D are polaroid. Thus, if α ∈ iso σ(C), then H0(C − α) = (C − α)−p(0) for some integer p 1
and (C − α)|H0(C−α) is nilpotent. The argument from here on is in part similar to that in the proof of
Lemma 3.2 (indeed, the argument below would do just as well to prove Case (I) of Lemma 3.2), so we
shall be economical at times.
Ifλ ∈ iso σ(dCD),λ /= −1 in the case inwhichdCD = CD, then thereexistﬁnite sequences {αi}and{βi}, 1 im for some natural numberm, of pointsαi ∈ iso σ(C) andβi ∈ iso σ(D) such thatH0(C −
αi) = (C − α)−pi(0) and H0(D − βi) = (D − βi)−qi(0)(1 im) for some integers pi, qi  1, αi −
βi = λ in the case inwhich dCD = δCD andαiβi − 1 = λ in the case inwhich dCD = CD (all 1 im).
The sets E1 = {α1,α2, . . . ,αm} and E2 = {β1,β2, . . . ,βm} are spectral sets of σ(C) and σ(D), respec-
tively. Hence (by the Riesz decomposition theorem) there exist invariant subspaces Mk and Nk , k =
1, 2, of C and D respectively such that H = M1 ⊕ M2 = N1 ⊕ N2, σ(C1) = σ(C|M1) = E1, σ(D1) =
σ(D|N1) = E2, σ(C2) = σ(C|M2) = σ(C) \ E1 and σ(D2) = σ(D|N2) = σ(D) \ E2. Observe here that
αi (resp., βi) is a pole of C1 (resp., D1) of order pi (resp., qi) for all 1 im [11, Theorem VII.3.20]. Thus
C1 and D1 are algebraic operators [1, Theorem 3.83], and hence
M1 = ⊕mi=1H0(C1 − αi) = ⊕mi=1(C1 − αi)−pi(0)
and
N1 = ⊕mi=1H0(D1 − βi) = ⊕mi=1(D1 − βi)−qi(0).
Let X ∈ H0(dCD − λ). Then upon letting X ∈ B(N1 ⊕ N2, M1 ⊕ M2) have the representation X =[Xk]2k,=1, andarguingas in theproof of Lemma3.2, it follows thatXk = 0 for all k, exceptk =  = 1.
Let M1i = (C − αi)−pi(0) and N1i = (D − βi)−qi(0). Then (C1 − αi)pi |M1i = 0 = (D1 − βi)qi |N1i for
all 1 im. Observe that σ(C1|M1i) = {αi}, σ(D1|N1i) = {βi}, σ(δC1D1 − λ) = {αi − βj − λ : αi ∈
σ(C1),βj ∈ σ(D1), 1 i, jm} and σ(C1D1 − λ) = {αiβj − 1 − λ : αi ∈ σ(C1),βj ∈ σ(D1),
1 i, jm}. Hence the operator dC1D1 − λ : N1j → M1i is invertible for all i /= j, 1 i, jm. Now let
X11 = [Yij]1 i,jm ∈ B(⊕mi=1N1i,⊕mi=1M1i); then limn→∞ ‖(dC1D1 − λ)nYij‖
1
n = 0 for all 1 i, jm.
The invertibility of dC1D1 − λ : N1j → M1i for all i /= j implies that Yij = 0 for all i /= j; hence X11 =⊕mi=1Yii, (δC1D1 − λ)(X11) = ⊕mi=1{(LC1i−αi − RD1i−βi)(Yii)} and (C1D1 − λ)(X11) = ⊕mi=1{(LC1i−αi RD1i + αiRD1i−βi)(Yii)}. Let p = max{p1, p2, . . . , pm}, q = max{q1, q2, . . . , qm}, and set p +
q = r. Then
(δC1D1 − λ)n(X11) = ⊕mi=1
⎧⎨
⎩
⎛
⎝ n∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
n
k
)
LkC1i−αi R
n−k
D1i−βi
⎞
⎠ Yii
⎫⎬
⎭
and
(C1D1 − λ)n(X11) = ⊕mi=1
⎧⎨
⎩
⎛
⎝ n∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
(LC1i−αi RD1i)k(αiRD1i−βi)n−k
⎞
⎠ Yii)
⎫⎬
⎭
are both 0 for all n r. Hence H0(dCD − λ) = (dCD − λ)−r(0), which (see the proof of Theorem 3.4)
implies that dCD is polar at λ. The small changes in the argument of the proof of Lemma 3.2 in the case
in which λ = −1 and dCD = CD being evident, the claim is proved. 
We have the following result.
Theorem 3.6. If A, B∗ and f , g are as above, then h(df (A)g(B)) satisﬁes Weyl’s theorem and h(d∗f (A)g(B))
satisﬁes a-Weyl’s theorem for every h ∈ H(σ (df (A)g(B))).
Proof. Since df (A)g(B) has SVEP and is polaroid, it satisﬁesWeyl’s theorem. An argument similar to that
in the proof of Theorem 3.4 shows that d∗f (A)g(B) satisﬁes a-Weyl’s theorem. Argue now as in the proof
of Corollary 3.5 to prove that h(df (A)g(B)) satisﬁes Weyl’s theorem and h(d
∗
f (A)g(B)) satisﬁes a-Weyl’s
theorem for every h ∈ H(σ (df (A)g(B))). 
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